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THE EUROPEAN YOUTH PLAN
What is the European Youth Plan anyway?
The European Youth Plan is a comprehensive proposal from the PES for more investment to ensure a
better future for young Europeans.
Europe’s youth is paying a high price in the current economic and social climate:
• More than a quarter of Europe’s children are at risk of poverty and social exclusion
• One in five young Europeans under 25 are unemployed
• More than a third of young unemployed people in Europe have been unemployed long-term
(more than 12 months)
• Traditional forms of democratic participation among young Europeans are in decline: in
2014 only 28% of under 25s voted, compared to the EU average general election turnout rate
of 42.6%
• 57% of young Europeans aged 16-30 feel that young people have been excluded from economic and social life by the economic crisis1
It is now time to put youth at the centre of the political agenda.
Our plan is based on four main pillars:
1. Employment
2. Education
3. Children
4. Culture
The PES initiated the Youth Guarantee in 2013. Now we want to go one step further, with a global plan
for young Europeans.

How much would the Youth Plan cost?
• For the Youth Guarantee: we call for 5 billion EUR per year.
• For Youth Culture Cheques: approx. 750 million EUR until 2020 if the EU wanted to
support each of the approximately 1.83 million 18-year-olds who are at risk of poverty and
social exclusion in Europe, with a Culture Cheque of 100 EUR every year.
• For “Erasmus for all”: This one is less about money and more about improving administrative procedures and implementation, like better information for students and
exchange institutions, as well as better networks and partnerships between exchange institutions and businesses.
• Child Guarantee: We need more resources for the fight against child poverty, as currently
28 million children in the EU are at risk of poverty and social exclusion. It is important to
underline that the Child Guarantee is also about grouping existing child-related EU
1
European Parliament (2016): European Youth in 2016. Special Eurobarometer of the European Parliament. Online: http://www.europarl.europa.eu/pdf/eurobarometre/2016/eye2016/eb85_1_eye_2016_analytical_overview_en.pdf
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funds, combined with better tracking and evaluation for better spending. As a starting
point, part of the European Social Fund should be earmarked for the child guarantee. The
S&D Group has been particularly involved in this field, calling for ‘preparatory action’
on the Child Guarantee already in the 2017 EU budget. A comprehensive study is being prepared to assess the exact financial scope of an adequate financial commitment to deliver a
fully-fledged Child Guarantee.
It is also important to note that the cost of the plan should be measured against the cost of inactivity,
which would be more costly – economically, socially and politically – in the long run. Too often, public expenditure on child and youth policies is seen as a cost and not as an essential investment.
With the Youth Plan we want to change this perspective!

How shall the European Youth Plan be ﬁnanced?
Since the onset of the Youth Plan campaign, the PES has been advocating for securing 20 bn EUR for
the Youth Guarantee until 2020, aiming to use the opportunity of mid-term revision of EU budget
(Multiannual Financial Framework) to secure additional financing. Unfortunately, because of the resistance of other political forces in the European Council, the funding at the required level has not been
granted and the so far successful Youth Guarantee will receive significantly less funds until 2020 than
in the period 2014-2015.
This means that the possibility of financing of the European Youth Plan will depend on the negotiations on the upcoming EU budget post-2020. We believe that a comprehensive European Youth
Plan – building on and extending existing European and national programmes in employment, social,
education, culture and other policies – deserves adequate financing directly from the EU budget, as a
social investment in the future of the European youth.
Specifically, we believe that:
• An annual funding of 5 billion EUR for the Youth Guarantee would allow the extension of
the programme to include young people until the age of 30 and would allow to ensure better
quality oﬀer.
• It would generally strengthen national implementation, in particular in the few countries
where the Guarantee only triggered limited reform so far.
• Moreover, with this additional funding, we want to better address vulnerable groups,
including young people living in households below or close to poverty thresholds, the longterm unemployed, young refugees.
• The proposal is also about the restructuring of existing funds into one single, easily understandable and accessible fund (i.e. for the Child Guarantee)
We should thoroughly discuss the creation of new financial resources in the long run. We know
that this debate is going on for several years now. The Youth Plan, as an EU-added value policy, could
be a good reason to envisage new sources, i.e.:
• Financial Transaction Tax
• own resources for the EU budget
• Fight against tax fraud and tax evasion
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Who is backing the European Youth Plan?
The European Youth Plan has huge support in all member parties and member organisations of
the Party of European Socialists. The PES Presidency – the party’s highest decision-making body between Congresses – unanimously approved the European Youth Plan with its four pillars on 22 April
2016.
It was supported by PES Prime Ministers in December 2015 and March 2016. Their support was reiterated in the PES declaration on the occasion of the 60th Anniversary of the Rome Treaties, in March
2017. The Youth Plan was furthermore backed by PES Social and Employment Ministers during
their meeting on 16 June 2016, while the Child Guarantee received support from PES Health Ministers
on 19 March 2017.
The call for 20 bn EUR funding for the Youth Guarantee was proposed by French President Francois
Hollande and Italian Prime Minister Matteo Renzi in their common Venice governmental declaration of March 2016.
In his speech in the European Parliament in March 2016, Swedish Prime Minister Stefan Löfven
backed the idea of expanding European student exchanges not only between higher education institutions but also upper secondary schools.
Italian Prime Minister Matteo Renzi inspired the European Youth Plan’s culture pillar with his
initiative to invest 1 EUR in culture for every 1 EUR spent on security measures, and the introduction
of a 500 EUR culture cheque for young people in Italy.
The Group of Socialists & Democrats in the European Parliament has done great work in the
Parliament to foster the creation of a European Child Guarantee. Thanks to the S&D Group’s engagement, this is now the position of the whole Parliament, adopted with the European Parliament’s
resolution ‘Reducing inequalities with a special focus on child poverty’ on 24 November 2015.
In its meeting on 12 December 2016, the European Council called for the continuation of the Youth
Guarantee and welcomed increased support for the Youth Employment Initiative.
In January 2017, the European Parliament adopted the report on a “European Pillar of Social Rights”.
The report describes child poverty as a major issue on which Europe should “act big”. It stresses that
“the risk of poverty and social exclusion among children is strongly linked to their parents’ situation
in the labour market and their social conditions”, and emphasises the need for social investment that
supports people’s development from early childhood on. The report calls for the implementation of a
child guarantee in all Member States.

What is so special about the European Youth Plan?
The PES European Youth Plan is the first major initiative of a European political party to address
the problems of today’s young people in a holistic way. It recognizes that, while youth unemployment is a huge tragedy, young people do not need jobs alone. We also need to take measures to ensure
their social inclusion and to fight poverty, a fight that starts when people are still children. Moreover,
we see a need to empower young people not only as economic actors, but first and foremost as critical
citizens – the very essence of the democracy we want. Education and access to culture for us are key
in this regard.
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It covers a person’s complete early lifespan, from childhood to adulthood:
0

Child Guarantee

30
Culture cheque
Erasmus for all
Youth Guarantee

Europe must invest in its youth, now. We are the first and the only European political party to make
such a proposal.

Is the European Youth Plan the ultimate solution for youth
unemployment and social exclusion?
No, of course not. But it is an important instrument to tackle the most urgent challenges of today’s
youth.
As PES, we also promote policies to change the wider macroeconomic environment to break with
the austerity-only approach which dominate the continent and led to the current employment and
social crisis.
We want a Social European Union and a Social Economic and Monetary Union that put people’s
interests, not markets’ interests, first: see the PES Presidency declaration ‘Towards an EMU of sustainable economic growth and employment’ of 16 June 2016, and the declaration of PES Employment and
Social Aﬀairs ministers ‘Towards a Social Union’ of February 2013.

EMPLOYMENT PILLAR
What is in the employment pillar
of the European Youth Plan?
The employment pillar calls for the revision of
the Youth Guarantee that has been introduced
Europe-wide since 2014.
There are 4 main goals that we would like to
achieve:
• To promote high quality standards
for the schemes in place
• To broaden the scope of its beneficiaries up to 30 years old
• To integrate the Youth Guarantee as a
permanent feature of the European Social Model
• To extend the Youth Guarantee’s funding with 20 billion EUR until 2020
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Hold on, what is the Youth Guarantee again?
The Youth Guarantee is a new approach to tackling youth unemployment which ensures that all
young people under 25 – whether registered with employment services or not – get a good quality,
concrete oﬀer within four months of leaving formal education or becoming unemployed.
The oﬀer should be for a job, apprenticeship, traineeship, or continued education and be adapted
to each individual’s need and situation. By the end of 2014, all 28 Member States had presented a
plan and started to implement Youth Guarantees.

Why is an employment pillar needed? What makes the overhaul of
the current Youth Guarantee necessary?
It is crucial for Europe’s future! Around 20% of young people are still without a job in Europe,
one-third of them for more than a year.
Even more worryingly, the youth unemployment rate reaches almost 50% in some EU countries.
This gives rise to a real risk that young people will fall into social exclusion and become completely
marginalised, both economically and socially. It can also prompt young people to feel hopeless, be
drawn to xenophobic or anti-European perspectives, and leads to many other trends that we must
avoid. Can we let this happen? We don’t think so!

Are you so sure that the Youth Guarantee is effective? Is it really
successful? And what does “high quality standards” mean according
to the European Youth Plan?
In several Member States, the Youth Guarantee has proven that it can be a game changer for youth
employment policies.
According to the PES internal survey on the three first years of implementation, as well as feedback
from the grassroots level, the Youth Guarantee is a success story. This positive assessment has been
confirmed by the European Commission’s mid-term evaluation, published on 4 October 2016: 9 million young people took up an oﬀer of employment (70.2%), apprenticeship (4.1%), traineeship
(12.1%) or continued education (13.6%). An average of 2 million were enrolled at any given time
between 2014 and 2016. There are 1.4 million fewer young unemployed people since the launch
of the Youth Guarantee. By 2015, the annual youth unemployment rate dropped by 3.4 percentage
points to 20.3%. The number of NEETs2 had decreased by 1 percentage point to 12% on average.
The recent evaluation of the Youth Guarantee national schemes prepared by the Court of Auditors has
stressed that more eﬀorts are needed to meet the promises made to young people in Europe3.
In the Brussels region, in Belgium, it contributed to a 25% reduction in youth unemployment.
2

NEET = Not in Education, Employment, or Training
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Tens of thousands of young people have benefitted from Youth Guarantee schemes in France. In Austria, where it has already been in place for several years, the government is so convinced of the effectiveness of the Youth Guarantee that it is considering making the mechanism mandatory for
young people who are not employed, not in education and not in training (NEETs) and under
18.
According to the European Commission, the Youth Guarantee is one the fastest implemented structural reforms, if not the fastest ever4. In barely more than two years, several countries in Europe have
totally changed public employment services‘ approach to the young unemployed to favour tailored
oﬀers and individualised support (Belgium being again a good example).
Another sign of success: After just two years of its existence, the Youth Guarantee is already known
by 25% of young Europeans5.
As Youth Guarantee schemes are already up and running in all Member States, we must make sure
that the quality of such schemes is satisfactory. This means fighting precarious work, short term
contracts, unpaid and low-paid internships and traineeships.
We can counter these trends by promoting higher standards particularly in terms of social protection, decent remuneration, stability, rights, health and safety, type of contract, level and type of
qualification required, and the availability of additional job-related training. As the Youth Guarantee must require clear and specific guidelines for work standards and remuneration, the principles
of equal pay and equal treatment must at all times be respected.
Moreover, Youth Guarantee schemes should foster new, innovative forms of quality employment in a
rapidly changing labour market, in particular in the care, digital and green sectors.

How will PES ensure that the Youth Guarantee reaches those who
need it, especially people from a disadvantageous background?
We have to make sure that the Youth Guarantee reaches the young people that need it most. Additional
eﬀorts are still needed from public employment services and the education system itself. Public employment services’ staﬀ must be trained in order to be able to provide personalized services and advice.
Furthermore, it is essential to encourage cooperation between the education system, social services and civil society organisations - in particular youth organisations – in order to reach out to
those who are not registered with public employment services and thus potentially out of the reach
of the Youth Guarantee. At the same time, raising the age limit to 30 would be necessary as statistics
show young people between the ages of 25 and 30 are also exposed to the threat of social exclusion
and unemployment.
Particular attention should be paid to young people at greater risk of exclusion such as long term
3

http://www.eca.europa.eu/en/Pages/DocItem.aspx?did=41096
European Commission, MEMO The EU Youth Guarantee, 8 October 2014
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/pdf/eurobarometre/2016/eye2016/eb85_1_eye_2016_analytical_overview_en.pdf
4
5
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unemployed, young migrants and refugees. A targeted approach, with specific measures, should be
adopted to better address specific beneficiaries.

All right, but this sounds like a costly endeavour. How would all this
be ﬁnanced?
The initial funding of the Youth Guarantee, with 6. 4 billion EUR allocated for 2014 and 2015 in the
Youth Employment Initiative (YEI), is not suﬃcient, and it is limited to EU regions with a youth
unemployment rate above 25%.
To prevent financial support from simply drying up, it is essential to strengthen the Youth Employment initiative further, in particular in the context of the negotiations on the upcoming EU’s Multiannual Financial Framework for the post-2020 period.
YEI support can then be backed up with European Social Fund funding and national sources. In order
for funding to be eﬀective, we call for YEI pre-financing and co-financing requirements to be eased.

What are the recent policy developments in this ﬁeld?
While the Youth Guarantee is undoubtedly a success, on 14 September 2016 the European Commission proposed a refunding of 2.4 billion EUR for the funding period 2017-2020 (1.2 billion EUR
from YEI and 1.2 billion EUR from ESF). This means that there would be 75% less money available
compared to the 2014-2015 funding period. This would mean the slow death of one of the most ambitious and successful employment initiatives of recent years.
In the EU budget negotiations, the Council and European Parliament agreed on a refunding of 500
million EUR for the Youth Employment Initiative for 2017 (plus 500 million EUR from ESF). A
yearly renegotiation as part of the EU budget procedure could thus enable a higher level of funding
until 2020, if this is not capped by the reviewed Multiannual Financial Framework.
We call for consistency from the European Commission: a successful measure such as the Youth
Guarantee deserves adequate funding. This is why we call for 5 billion per year to continue, improve, strengthen and extend the Youth Guarantee.
This is the clear message sent by PES Employment and Social Aﬀairs Minister in the Declaration
“Ensuring the Youth Guarantee is a European success story”,6 which was adopted on 12 October
2016 in Luxembourg.
The Youth Guarantee is a flagship policy of the PES family. We need to further mobilise it and make it
a success in advance of the 2019 elections.

6

http://bit.ly/2e7MhIg
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EDUCATION PILLAR
Why is an overhaul of Erasmus
needed and how can we make it
work?
Our focus is to go beyond mobility for higher education students. We want to enhance
secondary school learning mobility so that
everyone, regardless of socio-economic background, has the chance to study abroad.
Erasmus+ must not only be expanded, but it
must also be better structured to guarantee the
learning and safety standards required by students and schools.
In order for this programme to work, it is vital for non-profit (youth) organisations to get involved and
have their rich expertise heard.

How can we help schools and students to boost mobility exchanges?
Expanding Erasmus+ will not be easy, it’s clear. But it is a timely project that young people need.
It will have to go hand in hand with several conditions:
• the administrative process for schools and pupils applying for grants must be as simple
as possible.
• school staﬀ must have access to a good level of information about the structures at their
disposal.
• partnerships between schools and relevant authorities, and between formal and nonformal education sectors, must be boosted.
We believe that financial incentives could be allocated to host families with financial diﬃculties. This
will allow students from disadvantaged backgrounds also to benefit from this enriching cultural experience.

Will studies done abroad by high school pupils be recognised?
At the moment, secondary school pupils doing long-term studies abroad will likely not have their
period spent abroad recognised.
Of course, we know that they benefit greatly from the intercultural exchange and the possibility of
widening their educational horizons. It is clearly not a lost year/semester for students who chose to
have such fruitful experience.
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Nevertheless, we call for the recognition of studies done abroad at European level, especially
for secondary education.
We believe that this lack of recognition is preventing the access of secondary school students to many
learning mobility opportunities and it is hindering schools from entering international exchange programmes.
For us, there are two important elements:
• Making sure that all young people can take part in this programme, including students
from secondary school and also technical and professional schools.
• In the long term, making sure that these studies abroad will be recognized.

What are the latest policy developments in this ﬁeld?
The idea of making Erasmus+ more accessible to a wider range of people is starting to gather pace.
The European Commission announced recently that it will work towards opening up Erasmus+
and creating more opportunities for apprentices, schools and pupils.
The European Commission has also proposed to add 200 million euros to the Erasmus+ budget
for 2017-2020 (total budget is 14.7 billion). For next year, 2 billion euros have been allocated for education programmes and exchanges under Erasmus+. However this does not necessarily extend the
programme in a way that makes it more accessible to everyone.
The proposal to broaden Erasmus to all, and increase students mobility, was discussed at the Conference of the PES Parliamentary Group Chairs in Paris. At the meeting, the proposal to create a
“European Passport for mobility” was put on the table. This initiative would boost access to mobility
for every European young person entering secondary education.
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CULTURE PILLAR
Why promote culture as part of
the European Youth Plan? Aren’t
there more pressing problems
in Europe? Isn’t culture a luxury
concern?
Today, more than ever, our priority has to be
promoting our common fundamental European values of diversity, pluralism, solidarity
and human rights. In this context, it’s vital to
promote universal access to culture, especially
for Europe’s youth.
Culture is an invaluable source of wealth. Culture has a transformative power that can help promote social cohesion and youth engagement. It
fosters critical thinking, creativity and the understanding of the world’s complexity. Culture is a source
of identity and cohesion for all societies. Respecting and supporting cultural expressions contributes to
strengthening the social capital of communities and fosters trust in public institutions.7
In short, culture has the potential to strengthen active citizenship, supporting citizens that are
active, open-minded and critical members of society, which is the very essence of a democracy.
This is why culture policies have to be an integral part of the PES Youth Plan, to promote the social
integration and wellbeing of Europe’s youth and the continent at large.

Who would receive the European Culture Cheques?
This should be decided at national or regional level. For instance, every young person between 16-20
that is at risk of poverty and social exclusion could receive a culture cheque. In Italy, a culture cheque
of 500 EUR is given to 18-year-olds.

How much money would be needed to introduce the European
culture cheques?
It depends on the target decided by Member States or their regions. But as an example, if the EU
wanted to oﬀer Culture Cheques of EUR 100 to support each of the approximately 1.83 million
young people of the age of 18 years that is at risk of poverty and social exclusion in Europe, that
would represent 183 million EUR annually.
7

http://en.unesco.org/post2015/sites/post2015/ﬁles/Think%20Piece%20Culture.pdf
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This is very good value to provide access to culture to young Europeans.

Do you want a new EU budget line?
No, it is not necessary. A budget line already exists. We could add a specific priority on youth
access to culture within the Creative Europe programme.
One of the Creative Europe programme’s priorities is to support ‘audience development’ as a means
to stimulate interest in European cultural and audiovisual works.8 ‘Audience development’ is mainly about supporting promotion and marketing activities of cultural organisations and artists to enhance their capacity to reach out to a potential audience. However, stronger emphasis should be put
also on capacity of the audience to get in contact with cultural organisations and activities, especially
for the young, which would be the objective of the Culture Cheque.
The introduction of this specific priority should go along with an increase of the programme’s funding, specifically earmarked for culture access for youth through (co-)financing European Youth Culture
Cheques. At the moment, Creative Europe consists of a mere EUR 1.46 billion for the period 2014-2020.
That is only 40 cents per European citizen per year. We think our Union should invest more in culture.

What kind of culture do you want to support?
In this context culture should be understood in a broad sense, including music, theatre, literature, visual arts, museums, and many other forms of artistic and cultural expression.
Culture cheques should support the two dimensions of culture participation: that of young people
as (passive) culture consumers, and that of (active) culture creators. Beneficiaries could choose
what kind of activity they would like the cheque to be used for.

What are the latest policy developments in this ﬁeld?
The idea of culture cheques for young people to facilitate their access to culture for personal enrichment and to strengthen the fabric of society has taken shape in Italy. As of 15 September 2016, Italy
started issuing a “culture cheque” of 500 EUR to every Italian resident born in 1998. These can
be used by the recipients to buy books, concert tickets, theatre tickets, cinema tickets, museum visits
and trips to the country’s national parks.
Teenagers will be able to access the fund by registering online and download a specially-made
app, dubbed “18app”. Through this app, users can create vouchers until the 500 EUR balance is used.
Some 575,000 teenagers will benefit from the scheme. The costs for the Italian government amount
to 290 million EUR.
In March 2017, the socialist government led by Prime Minister Joseph Muscat, currently holding the
EU Presidency, decided to allocate a fund of 120 000 EUR to the Malta Arts Council to allow all secondary school students to take part in cultural and artistic productions.
8

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32013R1295&from=EN
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CHILDREN’S RIGHTS
We live on a rich continent.
Why do we need an EU-wide
programme to ﬁght child
poverty? Isn’t this a national issue
for those few countries that are
actually affected? Why should the
EU interfere?
Child poverty is a problem in all Member States,
and in all regions, rich and poor9. This is the sad
reality in Europe.
With the Europe2020 strategy, the EU set a target
to reduce poverty and social exclusion in Europe. It is time to make that a reality for children too. The
EU would not ‘interfere’ with national or regional measures, but it would support these measures against child poverty with a Child Guarantee fund and with exchange of best practices between
Member States.
Member States and regions would be given room to manoeuvre to choose measures most appropriate for their circumstances, in line with EU guidelines about the purposes for which Child Guarantee
funding can be used.

How much extra money would be needed to introduce a European
Child Guarantee? Isn’t a Child Guarantee really expensive?
In fact there are no universally agreed figures on how much is spend in support of child policies in the
EU – this is precisely one of the problems. The S&D Group is calling for ‘preparatory action’ on the
Child Guarantee as part of the EU’s 2017 budget. This means that the EP’s research service would
conduct a feasibility study of a Child Guarantee and assess the financial needs of such a Guarantee.
Would more money be needed at EU level for the fight against child poverty? Yes, but it is worth
it. We are willing to lead a battle to make it happen.
But the Child Guarantee is not only about new money. The Child Guarantee is also about grouping
existing child-related EU funds. Currently many diﬀerent EU funds (European Social Fund, Fund
for European Aid to the most Deprived, Structural funds, European School fruit and milk schemes)
9
The United Nation Children’s Fund’s (UNICEF) recent ‘Innocenti Report Card 13’ (https://www.unicef-irc.
org/publications/series/16/) examined the inequalities in child-wellbeing within EU countries, asking ‘how
far countries allow their most disadvantaged children to fall behind the ‘average’ child regards to in income,
education, health and life satisfaction’. The ﬁndings show that the scale of the gaps between children at the
bottom and in the middle can be very large, and that in all countries, bottom-end inequality has persisted
over the last ten years, and progress in reducing gaps has often been limited.
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can be used for child-related purposes. But this complex funding landscape is very unclear. Even the
European Commission and child NGOs cannot say exactly how much of the funding goes to
child-related measures and to which projects.
So grouping existing funds (plus increasing child-related funding), combined with better tracking and
evaluation of funded programmes, should improve the accessibility of funds and the outcomes of EUfunded child projects.

How do you ensure that national action plans against child poverty
are developed and implemented?
A precondition for Member States and regions to access Child Guarantee funding would be the presentation of a clear and credible national action plan against child poverty, including measures
proposed by the Commission recommendation on Investing in Children10 to enhance access to quality services.

Do you foresee any additional measures to step up the ﬁght against
child poverty?
The PES Child Guarantee proposes actions to meet the most immediate needs of children. The Child
Guarantee that we propose focuses on securing for all children in Europe:
• Healthcare
• Education
• Childcare
• Housing
• Nutrition
Child poverty is often the consequence of parents’ poverty. As PES we are therefore committed
to fight poverty not only among children, but also among parents.
We promote policies to change the wider economic climate in Europe. It is our political battle to break
with the austerity-only approach dominating the continent and leading to the current employment
and social crisis.
We want a Social European Union and a Social Economic and Monetary Union that put the interests of people, not markets, first (see PES Presidency declaration ‘Towards an EMU of sustainable
economic growth and employment’ of 16 June 2016, and declaration of PES Employment and Social
Aﬀairs Ministers ‘Towards a Social Union’ of February 2013).

What are the latest policy developments in this ﬁeld?
Discussions are currently going on in several European Parliament committees about whether the
EU’s 2017 budget should include an envelope for pilot projects connected to the child guarantee.
10

http://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?catId=1060
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This move is strongly supported by the S&D Group in the European Parliament.
But the European Commission and parts of the EPP are reluctant to introduce these pilot schemes
because they see them as opening the door to a proper, well-funded European Child Guarantee scheme.
In January 2017 the European Parliament adopted the report on a “European Pillar of Social Rights”,
prepared by S&D Group Vice-President Maria João Rodrigues. This report considers child poverty
a major issue on which Europe should “act big”, stresses that “the risk of poverty and social exclusion
among children is strongly linked to their parents’ situation in the labour market and their social
conditions”, and emphasises the need for social investment that supports people’s development from
early childhood on. The report calls for the implementation of a child guarantee in all Member States.
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